What's going on with 134A gas pricing?
As you are most likely aware, HFC-134a is the non-flammable aerosol propellant that manufacturers use in producing
dusters and other non flammable aerosol products used by the electronics industry. Demand for this material
continues to climb while supply has not increased at all in recent years. This has caused a situation where the cost
of this material is now increasing steadily, hence the increase in pricing for our Super Duster 134 (Cat. No. 402A).
Alternative to 134a Duster
To ensure that MG Chemicals can continue

Super Duster 134

Super Duster 152

to offer a price competitive duster product,
we are now introducing Super Duster 152
(part # 402B-340G), which uses HFC-152a
as a propellant. At one time, HFC-152a
and HFC-134a were about the same cost,
but recently the price of HFC-152a has
held steady while the price of HFC-134a
has increased, making HFC-152a an
attractive alternative. Another benefit of
HFC-152a is that its global warming
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potential is 1/10th of that of HFC-134a.
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The down side of HFC-152a is that while the gas is non-flammable, the material is flammable in a liquid state.
It is important that end users be aware of this difference, because liquid can be dispensed if the can is sprayed while
tilted or upside down. We have clearly explained this on the label. HFC-152a has also been in the market for a number
of years now, so we foresee no serious issues in regards to flammability and liability.

Ordering Information

Super Duster 134

Super Duster 152
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402A-140G

140 grams (5 oz) aerosol

402B-340G

340 grams (12 oz) aerosol

402AR

285 grams (10 oz) refill aerosol

402A-285G

285 grams (10 oz) aerosol

402A-450G

450 grams (16 oz) aerosol

